Carolina Parents Council Endowment

The Endowment Story

In 2016 the Carolina Parents Council had completed a benchmarking project, taking stock of its current status and then determining recommendations for its next stage of growth and development. Three recommendations were created, one of which was to explore alternative ways to fund the Parents Council Grant Awards Program [1] and Council operations, including the possibility of an endowment.

An endowment would serve as a strategy for accomplishing several goals. One such critical goal is to build the endowment to stabilize the Grant Awards Program [1] funding in perpetuity, no matter the membership numbers in a given year. The Grant Awards Program has been serving UNC and helping meet its needs since 1985. You can learn more about the Grant Awards Program at the history page here [2].

A mini campaign was started to build interest in this Endowment and drive leadership gifts to meet an initial goal of $250,000 by May 26, 2017. Families contributing to the mini campaign by May 26, 2017 are recognized by Student Affairs as Charter Members of the Parents Council Endowment Fund.

Contribute to the Endowment

The mini-campaign met the initial $250,000 goal, but that is just a start. The endowment will need to grow to be able to eventually cover the awards that are allocated each year to support programs and initiatives that enhance UNC-Chapel Hill and meet the needs of Carolina students.

You can provide your gift by clicking the link below.